STAR WARS 2018 PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS
Recreate classic moments from the STAR WARS saga and get ready for all new adventures as SOLO: A STAR WARS STORY
races into theaters in May 2018! Fans will be able to imagine their own stories with HASBRO’s new line of action figures,
vehicles, and role play toys featuring beloved characters such as HAN SOLO, CHEWBACCA, and LANDO CALRISSIAN.
Items from the 2018 STAR WARS product line include:
FORCE LINK ACTION FIGURES
STAR WARS FORCE LINK 2.0 STARTER SET
(Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $29.99/Available: Spring 2018)
Bring STAR WARS adventures to life with the newly designed FORCE LINK 2.0 STARTER SET including FORCE LINK
wearable technology, which allows fans to activate movie sound effects and phrases in more than 30 compatible STAR
WARS toys! Use the Force with an exclusive 3.75-inch HAN SOLO figure only available in the FORCE LINK 2.0 STARTER
SET, featuring unique sounds and expressions from SOLO: A STAR WARS STORY. FORCE LINK technology unlocks an
extensive collection of sounds and phrases with compatible figures, accessories, vehicles, and playsets. Includes FORCE
LINK wearable technology and exclusive 3.75-inch figure. Compatible with all products in the FORCE LINK line, each sold
separately. Requires 3 AAA batteries, not included. Available at most major retailers.
STAR WARS 3.75-INCH FIGURE Assortment
(Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $7.99/Available: Spring 2018)
Enter the world of STAR WARS and launch into action and adventure! Each 3.75-inch figure features five points of
articulation and comes with unique battle accessories. Characters include classic heroes and villains, as well as favorite
characters from SOLO: A STAR WARS STORY, STAR WARS: THE LAST JEDI, and ROGUE ONE: A STAR WARS STORY such as
CHEWBACCA, LUKE SKYWALKER, QI’RA, K-2SO, MAZ KANATA and more. Activate an array of sounds and phrases specific
to each character with FORCE LINK 2.0 wearable technology. FORCE LINK wearable technology is compatible with all
products in the FORCE LINK line, each sold separately. Available at most major retailers.
STAR WARS 3.75-INCH DELUXE FIGURE 2-PACK Assortment
(Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $14.99/Available: Spring 2018)
Pick a side in the galactic battle between good and evil! Choose between ROSE (FIRST ORDER DISGUISE), BB-8, and BB-9E
from STAR WARS: THE LAST JEDI, LANDO CALRISSIAN and KESSEL GUARD from SOLO: A STAR WARS STORY and more.
Each 3.75-INCH DELUXE FIGURE 2-PACK comes with at least 2 figures and multiple accessories. Activate an array of
sounds and phrases specific to each character with FORCE LINK 2.0 wearable technology. FORCE LINK wearable
technology is compatible with all products in the FORCE LINK line, each sold separately. Available at most major
retailers.
FORCE LINK VEHICLES
SOLO: A STAR WARS STORY 3.75-INCH KESSEL RUN MILLENNIUM FALCON VEHICLE
(Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $99.99/Available: Spring 2018)
Make the KESSEL RUN in less than 12 parsecs with the MILLENNIUM FALCON! Relive the adventure and imagine flying
through every obstacle like ace pilot HAN SOLO with speed and action. Fans will experience flashing lights and sounds as
they pretend to race along KESSEL RUN. Press the button to pretend that the iconic starship kicks in to hyperdrive with
lights and sounds. Press the button a second time for accelerated lights and sounds as well as activate the rumble pack
vibrations! Push the button a third time to pretend that your ship picks up even more speed and watch the panels pop
off before rumbling to the finish line! Comes with an exclusive 3.75-inch scale HAN SOLO figure and removable mini ship.

Both the figure and mini ship are FORCE LINK 2.0 enabled, with phrases and sounds activated by the wearable
technology, sold separately. Includes 1 vehicle (with removable mini ship) and 1 figure. Requires 3 AA batteries,
included. Available at most major retailers.
ROLE PLAY
STAR WARS BLADEBUILDERS FORCE MASTER LIGHTSABER
(Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $29.99/Available: Spring 2018)
Choose to learn the ways of the light side or dark side with the FORCE MASTER LIGHTSABER! Fans can switch between
four Jedi and Sith masters to activate red, blue, green, or purple blades. Listen as DARTH VADER, OBI-WAN KENOBI,
YODA, and MACE WINDU guide young Padawans as they battle. Features iconic light and sound effects, including 24
phrases. Compatible with BLADEBUILDERS LIGHTSABER components, each sold separately. Includes lightsaber and
connector. Requires 3 AA batteries, not included. Available at most major retailers.
NERF GLOWSTRIKE BLASTERS
SOLO: A STAR WARS STORY NERF GLOWSTRIKE HAN SOLO Blaster
(Ages 6 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $29.99/Available: Spring 2018)
Every smuggler needs a NERF GLOWSTRIKE HAN SOLO Blaster! Features a 4-dart internal clip with light and sound
effects inspired by the movie to fire darts up to 70 feet away. Keep the fun going from day to dusk with GLOWSTRIKE
technology light effects and glow-in-the-dark darts. Includes 4 Elite GLOWSTRIKE darts. Requires 1 AA battery, included.
Available at most major retailers.
INTEGRATED PLAY
STAR WARS ULTIMATE CO-PILOT CHEWIE
(Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $129.99/Available: Fall 2018)
Kids can imagine taking on the galaxy with their very own Wookiee sidekick! The STAR WARS ULTIMATE CO-PILOT
CHEWIE stands 16 inches tall and features more than 100 sound and motion combinations. With signature Wookiee-talk
back interaction, the ULTIMATE CO-PILOT CHEWIE responds to external movements and sounds. Make a noise and the
ULTIMATE CO-PILOT CHEWIE will roar back! Fans can enjoy everything from naptime to pretending to fly with their
Wookiee sidekick. The ULTIMATE CO-PILOT CHEWIE features poseable legs and can respond with a variety of facial
expressions for fun surprises. Includes iconic bandolier and satchel. Requires 4 AA batteries, not included. Available at
most major retailers.
MICRO FORCE
STAR WARS MICRO FORCE Blind Bags Assortment
(Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $2.99/Available: Now)
Collect the galaxy of fan-favorite characters with the STAR WARS MICRO FORCE Blind Bags Assortment. Each figure has a
squishable feel and pose, creating an exciting new way to bring iconic STAR WARS scenes to life! These stylized, movieinspired micro collectibles include iconic characters such as REY, FINN, DARTH VADER, LUKE SKYWALKER, PRINCESS LEIA
ORGANA, HAN SOLO, CHEWBACCA, YODA, R2-D2, and more. Each blind bag includes two figures and a collector card.
Each sold separately. Available at most major retailers and on HasbroToyShop.com.
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